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Abstract
The traditional perception of groundwater food webs is that of short and poorly structured
food chains extending to only few trophic levels. This is mainly attributed to the lack of light
and the shortfall of substantial primary production as well as the shortage of dissolved
organic carbon and nutrients. It is frequently argued that microbes form the basis of
groundwater food webs. In reality, the obvious lack of comprehensive biofilms may point to
detritus as the main common food source and an opportunistic and omnivorous feeding
strategy with most groups and species. Also, the relative stability of groundwater
environments may have led to low trait variability. However, recent research also contrasts
the paradigm of poorly structured food chains against emerging convoluted mechanisms
sustaining a great range of biotic diversity and functional complexity. In summary,
understanding of the ecological and functional linkages among stygofaunal groups, and
their interaction with the microbial community, is still in its infancy. Stygofauna sampled
from three spots of a shallow alluvial aquifer in the vicinity of the Danube River in the city of
Vienna, Austria, has been analyzed by means of bulk stable carbon and nitrogen isotope
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and gut microbiome analysis to disentangle food web interactions. Our preliminary data
revealed the following pattern:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

plant material, terrestrial insects, and detritus show a narrow range in carbon (-32
to -25δ13C) and a wide range in nitrogen (-1.5 to 6.5 δ15N) isotope signatures. In
terms of nitrogen isotope values, the next tropic level is represented by isopods and
gastropods, followed by ostracods, oligochaetes and amphipods. The broader
range of stygofauna in carbon isotope signatures indicate an additional food
source; most probably microbes;
gut microbiome analyses indicate differences with oligochaetes, gastropods,
ostracodes, isopods and amphipodes, however, with a few individuals from the later
three groups sharing a very similar gut microbiome;
within the amphipods, there is obviously a difference in gut microbiome composition
with species and sampling sites;
carbon and nitrogen isotope signatures underline amphipod-species differences;
microbiome diversity in all cases was less divers in the animal guts when compared
to environmental water, sediment and detritus samples.

Finally, we first collected evidence for anaerobic processes taking place in animal guts
living in an oxic groundwater environment. In light of our data, putative groundwater food
web interactions in the shallow alluvial aquifer are discussed.
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